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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Overview
Since 2003 the Chair of  Software Engineering at the ETH Zurich teaches “Introduction to 
Programming”   for   their   first   semester   students   following   the   ideas   of   the   Inverted 
Curriculum. It builds around a large piece of software which includes a tool called Traffic 
[3]. The Traffic library has undergone many changes since then, however the documentation 
is sparse and frequently relies on an old version of Traffic. Despite many simplifications, 
Traffic has grown very complex and it can be a tedious task for a first semester student (who 
may have never programmed before) to download & install the various components of 
Traffic and create, configure, build, and run his first application using Traffic.
The goal of this project is to provide the first semester students with a simple means of 
creating an application using Traffic. Furthermore, various “How-To”'s will be written to 
help the students getting familiar with the Traffic library.
Scope of the work
● Understand the process of creating an application using Traffic
● Write an extensive guide for students creating applications using Traffic
● Build a software tool/wizard to automate the application creation
● Write other guides for students getting acquainted with Traffic
● Use student feedback for improving guide(s) and the tool
● Write Documentation/Report
Intended results
● Several guides/“How-To”'s
● Application/wizard for creating Traffic applications
● Report2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
Reading list
● Object-Oriented Software Construction [2]
● existing Traffic Documentation & Code [3]
● Touch of Class [4]
3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Objectives and priorities
● Guide for creating applications (high priority)
● Tool for creating applications (medium priority)
● Guides for doing other stuff (low priority)
● Report (high priority)
Criteria for success
The objectives with high priority must be achieved.
The guide will be
● easy to understand
The work shall be approved by the supervisor.
Method of work
First a study of Traffic is required. The study will be precisely documented at the same time. 
These documents form the basis for writing the guide(s). While completing the guide(s) we 
will design and implement the tool a selected group of first semester students will test a 
preliminary version of the guide(s) and the tool at the beginning of the semester. With their 
feedback and input we will revise the guide(s) and the tool.
All documentation and code resides on a private subversion server. Any changes to the traffic 
library will be done on the official traffic source [5]. 
Quality management
Documentation
The creation of the guides will be documented.
The source of the tool will be documented as well. 
All work related to this project will be documented.
All documentation will be in English and written in a simple and clear way.
Validation steps
Briefings with the supervisor will take place regularly. If necessary meetings will take place 
for ensuring meeting the success criteria.4. PLAN WITH MILESTONES
Project steps
● Understand the process of creating an application using Traffic
● Write an extensive guide for students creating applications using Traffic
● Build a software tool/wizard to automate the application creation
● Plan and prepare evaluation
● Write other guides for students getting acquainted with Traffic
● Use student feedback for improving guides and the tool
● Write Documentation/Report
Deadline
17 December 2006
Tentative schedule
Task Date
Project Plan Week 29-30, 17 – 30 July
Study textbooks/Traffic Week 31-36, 31 July – 10 September
Write guide for creating applications Week 34-39, 20 August – 1 October
Design & Implement wizard Week 37-42, 11 September – 22 October
Write “other” guides Week 40-43, 2 – 29 October
Test with students Week 44, 30 October – 5 November
Refine guide & wizard Week 45-46, 6 – 19 November
Finish writing/finalize Report Week 47, 20 – 26 November
Reserve Week 48-50, 27 November – 17 December
Note: This schedule is tentative. Changes will happen!
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